RT @mchancecnn Fierce battle under way near #Gadhafi compound. Huge explosions, heavy machine-gun fire. #Rixos getting hit by stray bullets.

DVMnoticias El diario Visión

RT @veronicalderon: Gadafi espiaba a los periodistas en el hotel #Rixos. Los periodistas hallaron copias (cont) tl.gd/cipge8

NKato Sean

#Rixos hashtag, be aware: @dickwolves is trolling you. Teport of 8 journalists dead is FALSE! PLEASE VERIFY YOUR SOURCE BEFORE RETWEETING!

jocarva João Cunha

RT @FromJoanne #BREAKING #BBC report 8 journalists feared Dead following a Huge unknown explosion at #Rixos hotel ALjezeera #Libya
KhriaElf Khria
@moiatable lol! who would call themself dickwolves? #Rixos #PRICK
vor 3 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

thomas_wiegold thomas_wiegold
So it seems #Rixos explosion info was a hoax? #Libya #Tripoli
vor 3 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

moneyries Brian Ries Verified!
Watched a rumor re: #Rixos spread from troll (@dickwolves) to a number of 'journalists' on Twitter. Fascinating. Don't be fooled, people.
vor 4 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

thomas_wiegold thomas_wiegold
RT @mchancecnn: It's no fun being stuck in one of #Gadhafi's few remaining strongholds. #Rixos gunmen now refusing to let us leave.
vor 4 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

moiatable moi a table
*URGENT* Discard any information on attack on #Rixos. This information was tweeted by @dickWolves - who wears his name real
well #PRICK
vor 4 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

thomas_wiegold thomas_wiegold

RT @CFKlebergTT: News about #Rixos explosion needs more info ASAP. Link? Anyone? #Tripoli #Libya
vor 4 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

acarvin Andy Carvin

Looks like rumor of #Rixos bombing comes from @dickwolves. Assuming it's indeed BS, blocking him would be appropriate.
vor 5 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

sharon_lynch sharon lynch

RT @CFKlebergTT: OK, news about #Rixos explosion needs more info ASAP. Link? Anyone? #Tripoli #Libya | NO! Lo… (cont) deck.ly/~xKAtv
vor 5 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

Indoctrinator Scarlet Woman

Omg no!!!!! #Rixos please no!!!
vor 5 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

thomas_wiegold thomas_wiegold
RT @FromJoanne #BREAKING #BBC report 8 journalists feared Dead following a Huge unknown explosion at #Rixos hotel Aljezera #Libya

libya_Horra Libya 7orra

I'm checking all channels.. No mention of #rixos explosion.. Idiots spreading #rumours.. #Libya #TRIPOLI #MermaidDawn

dgr_dgr Daniel Rose

Rt @FromJoanne #BREAKING #BBC report 8 journalists feared Dead following a Huge unknown explosion at #Rixos hotel Aljezera #Libya

UliBeudgen Ulrike Beudgen

RT @FRANCE24: Plus d'1 30aine de journalistes étrangers sont bloqués dans l'hôtel 5 étoiles #Rixos de #Tripoli f24.my/omJmLD #Kadhafi

moneyries Brian Ries Verified!

@acarvin he's been trolling the #rixos hash for some time
CFKlebergTT  Carl F Kleberg - TT

OK, news about #Rixos explosion needs more info ASAP. Link? Anyone? #Tripoli #Libya

Harwick56  Wilson Harwick

#Libya The reports about the deaths of 8 journalists at the #Rixos has NOT been confirmed

nihonmama  Julie

WHO HAS A LINK? This v/ @fromjoanne: BBC report 8 journos dead following a huge explosion of unknown origins at #Rixos hotel #libya

jeanfreddy  Jeanfreddy Gutiérrez

Una curiosidad que tengo desde que empecé con las noticias sobre Libia: ¿y el zoológico de la ciudad, al lado del hotel #Rixos?

GM6960  GM6960

RT! Update: Looks like report of explosion, journalists killed at #Rixos hotel is FALSE.
damsy2009 daouda

'CIA, MI6 'journos' in #Tripoli #Rixos hotel, outside #NATO loses ground' : bit.ly/r4bFh2 #libye #cnt

bellanerdette Student N Perpetuity

no! RT @FromJoanne #BREAKING #BBC rpt 8 journalists feared Dead following Huge explosion of unknown origins at #Rixos hotel ALjezeera #Libya

Sonic_UK Louie

@ @blakehounshell @juliacreinhart @K_H_Jordan No BBC reprt of explosion at #Rixos It's all lies.here are some sad people in this world.

myriad_datum keith alex toussaint

BBC News - Inside #Tripoli's #Rixos hotel as rebels close in bbc.co.uk/news/world-afr... #Libya

NKato Sean
@PsychoticLynx @acarvin @feb17voices FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE! JESUS FUCK, WOULD YOU PLEASE READ THE #RIXOS HASHTAG?!

LaLangelliere Liliane Langellier

#TRIPOLI #RIXOS Difficile de savoir ce qui se passe vraiment avec les 30 journalistes bloqués dans cet hôtel. Des cons jouent les trolls WTF

PsychoticLynx Kim Blake

Oh fuck fuck fuck RT @acarvin @feb17voices d BBC report 8 journos dead following a huge explosion of unknown origins at #Rixos hotel

Flashbulle Flashbulle

Libya: journalists trapped at hotel amid fighting gu.com/p/3xcez/tw via @guardian #RIXOS

SanadMouzuguhi Sanad H Mouzuguhi

RT @FromJoanne: #BREAKING #BBC report 8 journalists feared Dead following a Huge explosion of unknown origins at #Rixos hotel ALjezeera
NKato  Sean
@tlupick @mikewhills THEY ARE FALSE. It is being propagated by someone who thinks it's FUNNY to talk shit about #Rixos!
vor 10 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

polibertas  Neal Lachman
@GM6960 Wat is #Rixos?
vor 11 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

OmarHavana  Omar Havana
"@FRANCE24: Plus d'une trentaine de journalistes étrangers sont bloqués dans l'hôtel cinq étoiles #Rixos de #Tripoli
vor 10 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

GM6960  GM6960
Gekkenhuis rondom #Rixos. Verspreiding van allerlei valse, niet bevestigde informatie
vor 11 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

Sonic_UK  Louie
@lewisrees #BBC report 8 journalists feared Dead following a Huge explosion of unknown origins at #Rixos hotel <<<< LIES. DO NOT RETWEET
vor 11 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten
#Libya AGAIN, the original of the BBC/AJE post about 8 journalists dead at #Rixos is @dickwolves. He thinks it's FUNNY to do shit like this.

vor 11 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

sooopergoof soooper goof

My god. pray for #rixos. now!

vor 12 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

Sonic_UK Louie

@ @FromJoanne #BBC report 8 journalists feared Dead following a Huge explosion of unknown origins at #Rixos hotel <<< NO, THEY ARE NOT!

vor 12 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

KC_Tripolitania Nusaybah Khalil

BREAKING: 8 journalists feared dead following huge explosion of unknown origins at #Rixos hotel - BBC Al Jazeera #Libya #TripoliBleeds

vor 12 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

emmagable Emma Gable

@ @FromJoanne Where are u reading this / hearing this Joanne?? #Rixos
NKato Sean

#Libya - LISTEN. Any info about 8 journalists being dead at #Rixos is NOT TRUE. The original is a troll, he thinks it’s funny to talk shit!

mndione Mamadou Ndione

"@FRANCE24: Plus d'une trentaine de journalistes étrangers sont bloqués dans l'hôtel cinq étoiles #Rixos de #Tripoli f24.my/omJmLD

lewisrees Lewis

.@FromJoanne #BREAKING #BBC report 8 journalists feared Dead following a Huge explosion of unknown origins at #Rixos hotel ALjezeera #Libya

emmagable Emma Gable

@ @FromJoanne What???? #BREAKING #BBC #Rixos #Libya

RatMhalwes Hallucinatory Rat

#BBC report 8 journalists feared Dead following a Huge explosion of unknown origins at #Rixos hotel ALjezeera
#Tripoli #Libya @List for #Journalists at #Rixos, they are in dark with candles, no power last tweet 1hr ago goo.gl/fb/UaUvl

vor 15 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

sooopergoof sooopergoof

RT @FromJoanne #TRIPOLI #RIXOS staff say rear of hotel has ramp capable of holding large vehicles which then descend “into the earth” #Libya

vor 16 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

abhijitmajumder Abhijit Majumder

RT @mchancecnn: Am with an excellent group of journalists at #Rixos. Feeling our way around corridors with candles. No power @andystez

vor 17 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

veritaz me and mr b

prayers and crossed fingers .@alphaleah: Okay, really taking a break now. Worried about @mchancecnn and others being held in the #Rixos...

vor 19 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

katiennola Katie L

@
@julianakeeping this isn't true- was written by some guy who apparently thinks it is funny to say horrible things about situation at #Rixos.
vor 19 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

librev2011 ThEsToRmX!

#Rixos journos seems as being hostages inside the hotel, they are running out of food and with no electricity #Tripoli #Libya
vor 20 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

LaLangelliere Liliane Langellier

@ @n___f @France24_fr 8 journalistes sont morts : sources Al Jazeera et BBC. Demandez que l'on s'infore sur #RIXOS
vor 20 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

abhijitmajumder Abhijit Majumder

RT @dickwolves: Al Jazeera and the BBC has reported that 8 journalists are dead following a huge explosion at #Rixos hotel, #Libya
vor 20 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

Bea_T Béatrice T.

Plus d'une trentaine de journalistes étrangers sont bloqués dans l'hôtel cinq étoiles #Rixos de #Tripoli http://... bit.ly/pQ0CIG
vor 22 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

n___f Nicolas Favreau

RT @France24_fr: + d'une trentaine de journalistes étrangers sont
bloqués dans l'hôtel cinq étoiles #Rixos de #Tripoli f24.my/omJmLD

NKato Sean

WTF? What hallucinogen did @RT_com huff as kids? Russia Today reporters at #Rixos a bigger danger to journos than #Gaddafi gunmen? #Tripoli

KaiPetainen Kai Petainen

Prayers for the brave journalists at #Rixos.

LaLangelliere Liliane Langellier

@bertrandlemaire Savez-vous qu'entre 30 et 40 journalistes sont coincés à l'hôtel #RIXOS à #TRIPOLI #etcestpasfundutout

dickwolves جبرائيل

Al Jazeera and the BBC has reported that 8 journalists are dead following a huge explosion of unknown origins at #Rixos hotel in #Libya

LaLangelliere Liliane Langellier

@Flashbulle Pouvez-vous aller lire sur #RIXOS Pleeeaaaaaaaaase
Carpe177 Anthony Carpenter

On second thoughts re #Rixos #TunnelRamp maybe the #Journos would like to go get a #Scoop? @hominoid555

alaskaRP Marina Petrillo

ultime notizie dal #Rixos sono che i 30 reporter si aggirano per l'hotel con le candele, tastando i muri. Le guardie non li lasciano uscire.

DebsR Debbie Randle

Journo's having tough time at #Rixos hotel in #tripoli including BBCs @matthewwprice

marqoadrian Marqo Adrián Billie

Los periodistas en el hotel #Rixos dicen estar sorprendidos por lo rápida que fue la toma de la ciudad #Tripoli

Marguer_d Marguerite Dehler

RT @mchancecnn: It's no fun being stuck in one of #Gadhafi's few remaining strongholds. #Rixos gunmen now refusing to let us leave.
Its a difficult task to report accurately while living in a #Gaddafi #Rixos prison. Lets be lenient and grateful to those journos #Libya

Right now lets pray all the reporters in #Rixos are taken to safety. They risked a lot coming to #Libya #Tripoli

received reports that Gaddafi troops hiding in #Rixos #Tripoli. There are still journalists in there! #Libya

#PartyLikeAJournalist photo of journos in #Rixos working in the hallway of the hotel #tripoli #libya bit.ly/pNcihe

Needs a few #FF’s to go down and explore that tunnel #ramp at back of #Rixos? Wary of booby-traps.. @hominoid555
DebsR  Debbie Randle

RT @mchancecnn: It's no fun being stuck in one of #Gadhafi's few remaining strongholds. #Rixos gunmen now refusing to let us leave.

vor 29 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

luc_germain  luc germain

RT @FRANCE24: Plus d'une trentaine de journalistes étrangers sont bloqués dans l'hôtel cinq étoiles #Rixos d... (cont) deck.ly/~tzDXJ

vor 29 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

ThisIsHumanity  Ben Major

@ @mchancecnn Might be a great idea if u guys are all packed & ready 2 hustle out w/o delay. Label all bag & stage in 1 logical place. #Rixos

vor 30 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

France24_fr  FRANCE 24 Français

Plus d'une trentaine de journalistes étrangers sont bloqués dans l'hôtel cinq étoiles #Rixos de #Tripoli f24.my/omJmLD #Kadhafi

vor 31 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

FRANCE24  FRANCE 24

Plus d'une trentaine de journalistes étrangers sont bloqués dans l'hôtel cinq étoiles #Rixos de #Tripoli f24.my/omJmLD #Kadhafi

vor 31 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten
SueEvison  Sue Evison

Has anybody realised the #journalists at #rixos are possibly most at risk of being used as a human shield?

vor 32 Minuten  Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

veronicalderon Verónica Calderón

Gadafi espiaba a los periodistas en el hotel #Rixos. Los periodistas hallaron copias impresas de sus emails en una oficina.

vor 35 Minuten  Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

majda72 Bint Talal

Solidarity with the journos trapped in the #Rixos except for the one with Russia Today who reported the FF were al-Qaeda. She can suffer.

vor 35 Minuten  Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

MadSciKat MadSciKat

RT @TimKarr: Please alert rebel forces that journalists (incl. @mchancecnn) caught in crossfire @ #Rixos Hotel. bit.ly/nY8Q7O #Libya

vor 36 Minuten  Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

SanadMouzugh Sanad H Mouzugh

RT @FromJoanne: #TRIPOLI #RIXOS staff say the rear of hotel has ramp capable of holding large vehicles which then descend “into the
essentialafrica EssentialAfrica

RT @mchancecnn: On bright side, am w. excellent group of journalists at #Rixos. We are feeling our way around corridors w. candles. No power.

Jominee Johan van den Berg

RT @mchancecnn It's no fun being stuck in one of #Gadhafi's few remaining strongholds. #Rixos gunmen now refusing to let us leave.

mikaelspades mspades

#Gadaffi is in the #Rixos. Report last night said there was a cook left at Rixos... Never wondered why *irony*?

FromJoanne Joanne

#TRIPOLI #RIXOS staff say the rear of hotel has ramp capable of holding large vehicles which then descend “into the earth” #Libya
@mpoppel RT @EANewsFeed: #Libya Liveblog #Rixos hotel update - Qaddafi staff, families, leaving hotel... mtw.tl/lzgc7fh

Vor 42 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

tweetminster Tweetminster

#Libya: power outages at #Rixos where foreign journalists based. Follow @missy_ryan @matthewwprice @jnyhutton @mchancecnn for updates

Vor 42 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

1JOMA Maja Jones

RT @dickwolves Ghaddafi forces are lining up journalists and shooting them execution style in #rixos as rebel forces try ...#libya #Tripoli

Vor 44 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

CllrNeilWilson Neil Wilson

Met this bloke in the #rixos last year. twitpic.com/6a2vzw

Vor 44 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

Alexblx Alexblx @

@navyjoc1655 @NATO #Rixos - yes the bunker is the key - & may well have the 'big fish' - wld be my choice if I was him - safer than Babetc!

Vor 45 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

muttardi Mohammed Muttardi
Journalists in #Rixos hotel #Tripoli #Libya are stuck and #Gadaffi 's armed men refusing to let 'em leave

FromJoanne Joanne @ We r pretty anxious about u lot ! Best of luck #Matthew @mchancecnn May u all of you get out safely and speedily #Libya #Rixos #Tripoli

haqiqiya Libiya el Haqiqiya

Journalists in Tripoli RT @mchancecnn: Mood in #Rixos much darker than before. Everyone really worried about what's going to happen to us.

wartimesdaily War Times

#Rixos Journalists have had virtually all communications monitored. Journalists who had suspected their computers had been hacked (cont…

sixarts camilo

The truth comes out #rixos journos used as human shield for g family and friends and also used by state tv #libya, what a news LOL
Okay, really taking a break now. Worried about @mchancecnn and others being held in the #Rixos...

#Libya Liveblog: #Rixos hotel update - Qaddafi staff, families, leaving hotel bit.ly/qgQUUN #p2 #tcot #MENA #NATO

@GM6960 @jajwouters Read @dickwolves tweets RE #Rixos They are beyond odd breaking down or trolling, I wouldn't regard him anymore

wishing a safe return to all those journalists in #Libya, esp those in #Rixos
Invcasedet CD

@fieldproducer Who's at #Rixos 4 Sky?
vor 48 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

Sonja_Jo Sonja Jo

RT @mchancecnn On bright side, am w/ excellent group of journalists @ #Rixos. We R feeling our way around corridors with candles. No power.
vor 48 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

jajwouters Jacqueline Wouters

@ @GM6960 ik geloof die gast niet echt jij wel? ik denk wel dat er wat aan de hand is dus ff volgen #rixos
vor 48 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

PicoBee Piccola Bee

#Rixos @matthewwprice "First there were the children and the wives of Col Muammar Gaddafi's off tl.gd/cioup9 via @LibyaAlHurraTV
vor 49 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

pryerlee Lee Pryer

RT @mpoppel Washington Post notes #Gaddafi could well be hiding at the #Rixos Hotel tinyurl.com/3mzom8s #Tripoli #Libya
vor 49 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten
LaLangelliere Liliane Langellier

#Libye #Rixos Je me demande dans quel pays je vis. M'enfin personne ne se soucie des 40 journalistes coincés au Rixos sous le feu des proK ?

vor 49 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

GM6960 GM6960

Tuning in on #rixos hashtag #tripoli

vor 50 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

nyberoithur nyberoithur (luxy)

RT @LibyaAlHurraTV: #Rixos Journalists have had virtually all communications monitored. Journalists who had su... (cont) deck.ly/~YH4Lu

vor 50 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

dickwolves جيرائيل

Journalists caught in the crossfire at #rixos - link to footage included youtube.com/watch?v=4M-WmQ... It's getting serious over there pray 4 them

vor 50 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

Magpie78 Marilyn Rust

RT @mchancecnn: It's no fun being stuck in one of #Gadhafi's few remaining strongholds. #Rixos gunmen refusing to let us leave #Libya
People following the situation at the #Rixos, do not listen to @dickwolves. If it isn't obvious already, he is trolling. Journos are safe.

#Rixos Journalists have had virtually all communications monitored. Journalists who had suspected their (cont) tl.gd/ciovll

@GM6960 @dickwolves he's making things up, they are still in #rixos

Oei. Volg de #Rixos hashtag #libya

#libya #tripoli #qaddafi #gaddafi RT a tweet said gaddafi might be
under the #rixos hotel.... that would be the safest place to be!
vor 53 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

LibyaAlHurraTV LibyaAlHurra

#Rixos @matthewwprice "First there were the children and the wives of Col Muammar Gaddafi's officials packing (cont) tl.gd/cioup9
vor 54 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

StephenTurcotte Stephen Turcotte

Could Gaddafi be hiding under the #rixos hotel? it's the safest spot in #Tripoli, Libya if you don't want to be bombed by NATO.
vor 54 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

Mind2Matter Rogier

Really hope #Rixos journos will be save(d) soon. Been afraid of what might happen from the start. Pray nothing stupid happens | #Tripoli
vor 55 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

GM6960 GM6960

@ @dickwolves Are they executed?????!!! #Rixos
vor 55 Minuten Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

GladToBeRich Richard Bills

Watching the scary situation develop in Libya, particularly the #CNN tweets coming out of the #Rixos Hotel. Riveting stuff!
Intense fighting near #Rixos Hotel in Tripoli, #Libya near #Gadhafi compound. news.blogs.cnn.com/2011/08/22/liv… #HumanRights

I'm worried about #Rixos journos. They are still in the hotel, cannot leave, and power cut. Rixos is one of Gaddafi's last strongholds.

Journalists trapped in #Rixos hotel in #Tripoli via @missy_ryan guardian.co.uk/world/2011/aug…

Gaddafi forces are lining up journalists and shooting them execution style in #rixos as rebel forces try to take the hotel #libya
RT @nyberroithur: In one office, journalists found printouts of their personal emails, the Guardian reports. #libya #rixos

In one office, journalists found printouts of their personal emails, the Guardian reports. #libya #rixos

Wow. If you are not already, add a column to your TweetDeck for #Rixos. Journalists tweeting live from Libya where they are in crossfire.

RT @mchancecnn: On bright side, am with excellent group of journalists at #Rixos. We are feeling our way aroun... (cont) deck.ly/~Xeybf

@noXforU Nein, unsere Kollegen sind nicht im Hotel #Rixos
NKato Sean
@dessiegrant @krimpers #GSG-9's standing orders are to protect diplomats, not journos. They have no role in the #Rixos situation.

CenteredPols Centered Politics
RT @mchancecnn: On bright side, am w/ excellent group of journalists at #Rixos. We R feeling R way arnd corridors w/ candles. No power.

dessiegrant Des Grant
@krimpers No, they have safe room , helicopter rescue possible with German Elites #Rixos my own view

After_Ben_Ali Freedom Tun
Foreign journalists trapped in #Rixos hotel in #Tripoli | Poynter: poynter.org/latest-news/ro... via @AddThis #libya #arabspring #tunisie #tunisia
unconfirmed Please alert rebel forces that journalists (incl. @mchancecnn) caught in crossfire @ #Rixos Hotel. bit.ly/nY8Q7O #Libya

vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

KelseyProud Kelsey Proud

Thoughts are with the #Rixos journalists, and all journalists working in difficult and dangerous places.

vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

dickwolves

Napalm strike on #rixos at least we aren't in the dark anymore but the building is burning down around us =(

vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

USIP U.S. Inst. of Peace

Not quite hostages, not quite free: Reporters stuck inside the #Rixos hotel in #Libya, unable to report. Guardian: bit.ly/nqoz07

vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

chamberlainusoh chamberlainusoh


vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

ianinegypt Ian Lee

The driver is now listening to Hotel California, making me think of all
those in the #Rixos hotel. Be safe! #Libya

randomdijit Jake

Time to start casting the 2015 Oscar-winner about the #Rixos journalists. Matthew Chance will be played by Michael Sheen.

tlupick travis lupick

rt @msmckoy: @tlupick @mchancecnn @matthewwprice one of journos just reported by phone to #CnnI they r fine, hope they remain safe #rixos

jamesrquinn James Quinn

Thoughts go to all hacks at the #Rixos hotel in tripoli. Awful situation to be in to be used by gadaffi in this way, unable to flee. #Libya

dickwolves جبرائيل
@ wish @mchancecnn would stop using the power outage as an excuse to grope everyones genitals - I'd say yes if you would just ask me. #rixos

jajwouters Jacqueline Wouters


@TimKarr @mchancecnn qeuss they where waiting untill the evening to get in so you might be wright about that #rixos #libya

Contimasque Hugo Marchant Q.

Traduzco @mchancecnn: El lado brillante, estoy entre excelente grupo de periodistas en #Rixos. Usamos velas. No hay energía. #Tripoli

MattCog Matthew Coghill

RT is using #rixos to shill against the #NATO boogeyman #coldwar

claudi Claudia von Salzen

RT @mchancecnn: Mood in #Rixos much darker than before. Everyone really worried about what's going to happen to us. #libya

Jefferson252 George Jefferson

RT @mchancecnn On bright side, am with excellent group of journalists at #Rixos We are feeling our way around corridors w/ candles No power

NKato Sean
@tlupick Been following #Rixos news very closely. @mchancecnn just tweeted a few minutes ago.

@tlupick travis lupick

not sure who @Nkato is. but... rt @NKato: @tlupick #Rixos journos are fine, power is out at hotel, they are somewhere in the building...

@gmanzini Gabriela Manzini

Locked up @ hotel in #Tripoli. RT @mchancecnn Excellent group of journos @ #Rixos. We R feeling our way around corridors w candles. No power

@Worldloverpeace Aisha

“@mchancecnn: On bright side, am with exce group of journalists at #Rixos. We are feeling our way around corridors with candles No power.”

@damuchi Ademola Anifowoshe

Let's all pray for @mchancecnn and others safety at #Rixos
NotBustoYet  Markus
@mchancecnn Some Canadian #rixos guy @RT_com seemed a nutjob though.. CNN/NATO is the enemy!
vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

bbnNEWSLIVE  WAR IN LIBYA
@mchancecnn On bright side, am with excellent group of journalists at #Rixos. We are feeling our way around corridors with candles. No power
vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

MosaicWorldNews  Mosaic News
RT @mchancecnn It's no fun being stuck in one of #Gadhafi's few remaining strongholds. #Rixos gunmen now refusing to let us leave.
vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

ArchiveDigger  ArchiveDigger
RT @mchancecnn: On bright side, am w excellent group of journalists at #Rixos. We're feeling our way around corridors w candles. No power.
vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

NKato  Sean
@tlupick #Rixos journos are fine, power is out at hotel, they are somewhere in the building, barricaded on a floor. Hope all turns out well.
paisonline  Pais Online

RT @mchancecnn: On bright side, am with excellent group of journos at #Rixos. We are feeling our way around corridors w/ candles. No power.

db_s_turbosnail  db_s_turbosnail

@ RT @TimKarr Please alert rebel forces that journalists (incl. @mchancecnn) caught in crossfire @ #Rixos Hotel. bit.ly/nY8Q7O #Libya

PhillProctor  SomeVeryRandomStuff

Hope the Journalists manage to get out of the Rixos Hotel okay. #Tripoli #Rixos

ShababLibya  LibyanYouthMovement

@ RT @mchancecnn On bright side, am with excellent group of journalists at #Rixos. We are feeling our way arnd corridors with candles. No power.

LATimesrainey  James Rainey
RT @mchancecnn: On bright side, am w/ excellent group of journalists at #Rixos. We're feeling way around corridors with candles. No power.
vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

damuchi Ademola Anifowoshe @mchancecnn we r praying for all d #journalists in #Rixos
vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

tlupick travis lupick anybody heard from journalists holed up in tripoli’s #rixos hotel last hour or so? @mchancecnn? @matthewwprice? anybody? #libya #gadhafi
vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

TimKarr TimKarr Please alert rebel forces that journalists (incl. @mchancecnn) caught in crossfire @ #Rixos Hotel. bit.ly/nY8Q7O #Libya
vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

alucci Amanda Lucci RT @mchancecnn: On bright side, am with excellent group of journalists at #Rixos. Feeling our way around corridors with candles. No power.
vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten
RT @mchancecnn: On bright side, with excellent group of journos at #Rixos. We are feeling our way around corridors with candles. No power. 

TheNewsBlotter Chris

RT @mchancecnn: On bright side, am with excellent group of journalists at #Rixos. We are feeling our way aroun… (cont) deck.ly/~Pldlz

ObjectiveSee ObjectiveSee

What if #Gaddafi is staying at the #Rixos? #Libya

julianakeeping Juliana Keeping

Interesting - Five-star prison for journalists at #Rixos hotel in #Tripoli. And they're still trapped by Gaddafi forces: bit.ly/gu9d6q

mchancecnn Matthew Chance

On bright side, am with excellent group of journalists at #Rixos. We are feeling our way around corridors with candles. No power.
sixarts camilo

journos prisioners at #Rixos still forced to put out propaganda "CIA, M16, ..." #news #libya #gaddafi

vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

tantramancan tantramancan

@NATO Do Something 2 help the injured reporters at #Rixos #Tripoli. Apaches to strafe the ROOF for Snipers stopping #FFs entering #Libya

vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

KillingStation The Killing Station

@WilliamsJon sounds like a place I stayed in Benidorm. has @Matthewwprice seen his rep #rixos #allinclusive

vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

Quercianellense Daniele Porciani

Don't touch the #Rixos in #Tripoli.

vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

PsychoticLynx Kim Blake

@krishgm @bbcnews can you update us re @matthewwprice and others trapped in #Rixos ?

vor 1 Stunde Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten
@mchancecnn Good luck to all journos stuck in #Rixos, thanks for taking these big risks to bring the story to the world.

..surreal, not funny #rixos

@bbcnews can you update us re @matthewwprice and others trapped in #Rixos?

Serious carnage at hotel #rixos! I ordered my new york strip medium well and it was rare! there is blood everywhere send evac team ASAP

RT: @mchancecnn: It's no fun being stuck in one of #Gadhafi's few remaining strongholds. #Rixos gunmen now refusing to let us leave.
after #skynews piece on #rixos i expect #gadhafi to be sitting somewhere chuckling evily while stroking a long-haired white cat on his lap

thinking of the brave journos trapped at the #rixos hotel in #libya & hoping they get out safely!! bit.ly/pUmbKe via @romenesko

but am so worried re @matthewwprice. at #rixos

@mchancecnn: all electricity down, running low on food and water. sitting at #rixos in the dark as bullets fly outside.
@mchancecnn: Mood in #Rixos much darker than before. Everyone really worried about what's going to happen to us.

helloitsmekari karibombari

“@mchancecnn: It's no fun being stuck one of #Gadhafi's few remaining strongholds. #Rixos gunmen now refusing to let us leave.”. Djeezus!

Org9 Laura Madison

@ @mchancecnn I am really quite sorry to hear this Matthew..please stay safe if you can - safety 1st..coverage later! :( #Rixos #Libya

dickwolves جبرائيل

Trapped in 5 star hotel #rixos in #libya please send help we are running low on mimosa's and my personal trainer was killed by mortar fire

Caps34 Angela

“@mchancecnn: Mood in #Rixos much darker than before. Everyone really worried about what's going to happen to us.” <> Stay safe!
LumaQ

Good luck RT @mchancecnn It's no fun being stuck in one of #Gadhafi's few remaining strongholds. #Rixos gunmen now refusing to let us leave.

*vor 1 Stunde* Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

ags_blog

Selon le #Guardian, le régime de #Kadhafi interceptait les emails des journalistes au #Rixos guardian.co.uk/world/2011/aug… #Libye #noshit

*vor 1 Stunde* Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

Emily__Knight

Fascinating insight from @Stone_SkyNews on life for journalists staying at the #Rixos hotel in #Tripoli #Libya

*vor 1 Stunde* Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

sharon_lynch

Watch Mark Stone on Sky now re the #Rixos: tinyurl.com/3gjmn9h

*vor 1 Stunde* Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

LumaQ

RT @mchancecnn Fierce battle under way near #Gadhafi compound. Huge explosions, heavy machine-gun fire. #Rixos getting hit by stray bullets
RT @mchancecnn: All electricity down, running low on food and water. Sitting at #Rixos in the dark as bullets fly outside.

To say I'm thinking about the journalists trapped in the #rixos right now is an understatement. #libya

Gaddafi might be staying at the #rixos - theory that it connects to his compound through an underground tunnel. #tripoli

Prayers and good thoughts for the safety and security of the international journalists that are at #Rixos in Tripoli.

Another journalist critically wounded by a rocket propelled grenade
trying to escape from #rixos in #libya pray for them

NKato Sean
@
@dickwolves Ok, now you've just crossed the line with your lies. #Rixos #Libya followers, do not listen to this idiot. He has been trolling

rayjoe Raymond Joseph

All electricity down, running low on food & water. Sitting at #Rixos in the dark as bullets fly outside #Libya RT @Wolfe321: RT @mchancecnn

calreid calreid

RT @mchancecnn: Mood in #Rixos much darker than before. Everyone really worried about what's going to happen to us.

PWComicsWorld PW Comics World

RT @mchancecnn: Fierce battle under way near #Gadhafi compound. Huge explosions, heavy machine-gun fire. #Rixos getting hit by stray bullets
RT @mchancecnn: Fierce battle under way near #Gadhafi compound. Huge explosions, heavy machine-gun fire. #Rixos getting hit by stray bullets

StripesBaron Kevin Baron

RT @mchancecnn Mood in #Rixos much darker than before. Everyone really worried about what's going to happen to us.

A journalist was just shot and killed by sniper fire in #rixos #libya more information to follow

RT @mchancecnn: All electricity down, running low on food and water. Sitting at #Rixos in the dark as bullets fly outside.

#TRIPOLI #RIXOS Il y a une heure dernier tweet de @mchancecnn:"We'll try and come up on telephone for beepers on #CNN. Listen in for updates"
When_it_is Matt

@AnonNewbie @ChangeInLibya Rebels aren't in the #Rixos yet, so that would be G soldiers looting the #Tripoli hotel.

Smatthes Sebastian Matthes

CNN-Reporter @mchancecnn twittert aus dem Hotel #Rixos in Tripolis, nicht weit von Gadaffis Wohnort. "Battle, explosions, heavy gun fire".

NKato Sean

@wilsonsfourteen On top of that, British SAS have a long history with North Africa from WW2. It would be fitting. #Rixos

NKato Sean

@wilsonsfourteen Too politically sensitive to send in SF. British SAS is a better option for rescuing the #Rixos journos.

Wilsonsfourteen Woodrow

US should consider sending in Special Forces to rescue journalists
at #Rixos. #Tripoli
vor 2 Stunden Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

scott_blanchard scott blanchard

RT @Poynter: @mchancecnn on worries of journalists trapped in Tripoli’s #Rixos hotel. journ.us/qMUBTT
vor 2 Stunden Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

ClanSewe Sewe Malamba

"@Rafiki58: #Libya #Rixos lorry loads of well equipped #Gadaffi forces heading North of #Tripoli. BBC JOURNO @ Rixos"
vor 2 Stunden Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

LaLangelliere Liliane Langellier

#LIBYE #TRIPOLI #RIXOS Une quarantaine de journalistes occidentaux coincés à l'hôtel Rixos sans électricité. Combattants proK tout autour
vor 2 Stunden Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

myersnews Steve Myers

.@mchancecnn on worries of journos trapped in Tripoli's #Rixos hotel; @matthewwprice describes dining in flak jackets journ.us/qMUBTT
vor 2 Stunden Als Favorit markieren Retweet Antworten

Poynter Poynter
@mchancecnn on worries of journos trapped in Tripoli's #Rixos hotel; @matthewwprice describes dining in flak jackets journ.us/qMUBTT

JakeGoodman1 Jake Goodman

#Rixos gets some great Tripoli news, sounds scary! Reconsidering a journalistic future!

RezaAsadi RezaAsadi

RT @Wolfe321: From a BBC reporter in #Tripoli MT @matthewwprice What my night was like at #Rixos #Libya bbc.in/nswvS3

Inamur Inamur Rahman

All electricity down, running low on food and water. Sitting at #Rixos in the dark as bullets fly outside.

nhockenb nhockenb

Goodluck to all the reporters at #Rixos. See you soon #Gadhafi
“@mchancecnn: Mood in #Rixos much darker than before. Everyone really worried about what's going to happen to us.” let's pray!!

RT @mchancecnn: All electricity down, running low on food and water. Sitting at #Rixos in the dark as bullets fly outside.

The #Rixos in #Tripoli beginning to sound more &more like the #Novotel in Abidjan during the war in #CIV hope things improve v

As we new it from the star #rixos seems to b 1 of the last stongh hold of g loyalist, journos stay safe do not send more propaganda #libya

RT @mchancecnn It's no fun being stuck in one of #Gadhafi's few remaining strongholds. #Rixos gunmen now refusing to let us leave.
RT @sahmventer: RT @mchancecnn: All electricity down, running low on food and water. Sitting at #Rixos in the dark as bullets fly outside.

NKato Sean

To those following #Rixos news, the chances of #NATO extracting journos is slim-politically sensitive. Look for NATO Naples' # in my tweets.

acarvin Andy Carvin

Video from Russia Today claims US congressmen at the #Rixos. Anyone know what they're talking about? youtu.be/jNFMWKV0oil around 1:38 #libya

citizeninexile Lori

@mchancecnn Take care and be safe. Our thoughts are with you & all the journalists and photographers in #Rixos.

daBuzzd Dump-by-the-Sea

Media at #Rixos will be taken to ensure safe passage to BigBother and others. #NATO #Libya #Tripoli
@missy_ryan offered the other journos sex since we might not make it out alive but everyone agreed I look more feminine #1fortheteam #rixos

littlebytesnews Patty

#breaking #news All electricity down, running low on food and water. Sitting at #Rixos in the dark as bullets fly ou... ht.ly/1em0Fe